America Still Has a Clean Power Plan

October 10, 2017—EESI is deeply disappointed by the EPA decision today to formally repeal the Clean Power Plan, which had aimed to reduce U.S. carbon emissions from power plants by approximately one-third by 2030 (from 2005 levels). EPA has a legal obligation to regulate carbon emissions, following a 2007 Supreme Court decision and the EPA’s own 2009 determination that carbon dioxide is a pollutant under the Clean Air Act.

Below is a statement by Jared Blum, Chair of the Environmental and Energy Study Institute (EESI).

The Administration’s decision to formally repeal the Clean Power Plan is not unexpected but nonetheless disappointing. Not only would the plan have significantly dented our contribution to global warming, it would also have prevented up to 3,600 premature deaths and 90,000 asthma attacks.

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt has declared, “The war against coal is over.” But the war against climate change is far from over. EPA has said it will draw up new rules to reduce carbon emissions, as it is legally obligated to do. EESI will work hard to ensure these new rules are effective in greatly reducing on-site carbon emissions.

The good news is a critical mass of states and companies are taking positive steps to address carbon emissions. Recent data reveals that the country is already almost 80 percent compliant with the goals of EPA’s original Clean Power Plan. Businesses from the Fortune 500 to the small companies in the clean energy industry realize that climate change is a real threat that must be addressed, and utilities want a regulatory framework on carbon reduction that will provide certainty for their investments in the decades ahead. In addition, an increasing number of Members of Congress wish to find federal initiatives to support in this critical area. EESI looks forward to continue working with these forward-looking legislators, states and organizations to implement America’s real Clean Power Plan.

For more information, please contact Amaury Laporte at alaporte@eesi.org or (202) 662-1884.

The Environmental and Energy Study Institute (www.eesi.org) is an independent, non-profit organization advancing innovative policy solutions to set us on a cleaner, more secure and sustainable energy path. EESI educates policymakers, builds coalitions and develops policy in support of energy efficiency, renewable energy, sustainable biomass, sustainable buildings, and sustainable transportation. EESI was founded by a bipartisan Congressional caucus in 1984, and its strong relationship with Congress helps EESI serve as a trusted source of credible, non-partisan information on energy and environmental issues. EESI receives no congressional funding and is supported through contributions and grants.